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[5 7 ] ABSTRACT 

V The front end of a pipe cleaning nozzle body has a plu 
rality of peripherally spaced ?uid pressure jet ports 
therethrough arranged on axes which converge for 
wardly about a forwardly projecting tip to provide ?uid 
pressure jets for dislodging solids accumulations in the 
pipe. Additional ?uid pressure jet ports extend outward 
through the side of the body on axes which diverge an 
gularly rearward to provide fluid pressure jets which 
assist forward movement of the nozzle and rearward 
expulsion of solids removed from the pipe_ 

3 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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PIPE CLEANING NOZZLE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to nozzles for removing solids 
accumulations from pipes by high velocity ?uid jets, 
and more particularly to a nozzle of the class described 
having a novel construction affording substantially im 
proved cleaning efficiency. 

Pipe cleaning nozzles provided heretofore are char 
acterized by inef?cient cleaning action, requiring ex 
cessive time to achieve satisfactory results. Further, 
they are characterized by creating a back pressure 
which requires excessive manual effort to overcome 
the resulting resistance to forward movement of the 
nozzle through ,a pipe. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In its basic concept the nozzle of the present inven 
tion provides a plurality of high velocity fluid pressure 
jets which converge forwardly about a forwardly pro 
jecting tip to effect removal of solids from pipes with 
maximum speed and efficiency. Additional high veloc 
ity ?uid pressure jets are directed angularly rearward to 
assist forward movement of the nozzle through a pipe 
and rearward expulsion of solids removed from the 
pipe. 

It is by virtue of the foregoing basic concept that the 
principal objective of the present invention is achieved, 
namely to overcome the disadvantages of prior nozzles, 
as discussed hereinbefore. 
The foregoing and other objects and advantages of 

the present invention will appear from the following de 
tailed description, taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawing of the preferred embodiments. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a foreshortened plan view of a pipe cleaning 
nozzle embodying the features of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a front elevation of the nozzle as viewed 

from the left in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a view in transverse section taken on the line 

3-3 in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a view in transverse section taken on the line 

4-4 in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary view in longitudinal section 

taken on the line 5-5 in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on the 

line 6-6 in FIG. 5. 
FIG. 7 is a fragmentary view in longitudinal section, 

similar to FIG. 5, showing a modified form of pipe 
cleaning nozzle embodying the features of this inven 
tion. 

FIG. 8 is a view in transverse section taken on the line 

8-8 in FIG. 7. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring ?rst to the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 
1-6, the pipe cleaning nozzle includes a hollow body 10 
closed at its forward end by an integral transverse wall 
12. The internal chamber 14 defined by the body and 
wall communicates with a source (not shown) of ?uid 
under pressure by such means as an elongated pipe 16. 
The pipe is coupled to the body by such means as weld 
ing, or by the interengaging threads illustrated. 
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2 
The source of fluid pressure generally is a source of 

high pressure water. However, it may be any other suit 
able liquid, air or other gas. 
Extending through the front wall 12 of the body are 

a plurality of peripherally spaced jet ports 18 which 
communicate at their rearward ends with the chamber 
14. There are three such ports in the embodiment illus 
trated. These ports are disposed with their longitudinal 
axes 18’ converging forwardly of the body. Although 
these axes may be arranged to intersect at a common 
point on the longitudinal axis 10' of the body, it is pre 
ferred that they be offset angularly with respect to the 
longitudinal axis of the body (FIGS. 2 and 6) so that 
they do not intercept the latter axis. It has been found 
that this arrangement contributes bene?cially to the 
speed and efficiency of removal of solids accumula 
tions within a pipe. 

Projecting forwardly from the front end of the body, 
and formed integral therewith, is a tip 20. Although the 
tip is illustrated as being of conical shape, it may be cy~ 
lindrical, triangular, square, or any other shape desired. 
Further, the tip need not taper forwardly, as illustrated, 
the only requirement being that it not intercept the 
converging axes 18' of the jet ports 18. 

In the embodiment illustrated the conical tip 20 con 
verges forwardly from the outer periphery of the trans 
verse wall 12. An elongated groove 22 is provided in 
the tip in registry with each of the jet ports 18. These 
grooves provide unobstructed channels for the high ve 
locity ?uid pressure jets emitted from the ports 18. 

In the preferred embodiment illustrated, there is also 
provided a plurality of peripherally spaced ?uid pres 
sure jet ports 24 which communicate at their inner ends 
with the chamber 14 and which extend outwardly 
through the body angularly rearward with respect to 
the body. These ports provide rearwardly directed jets 
of high velocity ?uid under pressure. These jets per 
form a dual function. First, they provide a thrust in the 
direction assisting forward movement of the nozzle 
through a pipe being cleaned, thereby materially reduc 
ing the manual effort required to move the nozzle for‘ 
wardly through the pipe. Second, they accelerate the 
?ow of fluid rearwardly through'the pipe to assist the 
removal of dislodged solids from the pipe. 

In the embodiment illustrated there is also provided 
a plurality of peripherally spaced fluid pressure jet 
ports 26 which communicate at their inner ends with 
the chamber 14 and which diverge outwardly through 
the front wall 12 of the body. These ports provide high 
velocity jets of fluid under pressure which are directed 
angularly forward to impinge upon the inner surface of - 
the pipe being cleaned, to assist the ?uid pressure jets 
through the converging ports 18. If desired, these for~ 
wardly diverging ports 26 may be omitted. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. l-6 the tip 20 
is made integral with the body 10. In the embodiment 
illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8 the tip is provided as a sepa 
rate element adapted to be secured removably to the 
body. To this end the rearward portion of the tip is pro 
vided with a non-circular stem 28 arranged for remov 
able reception in a correspondingly non-circular open 
ing through the front wall 12 of the body. An internally 
threaded bore in the stem receives the threaded shank 
30 of an attaching screw. The head 32 of the screw 
overlaps the adjacent portion of the inner surface of the 
front wall 12, for securing‘the tip ?rmly to the body. A 
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gasket 34 is interposed between the screw head and 
front wall to provide a ?uid tight seal. 
The non-circular stem 28 and opening serve to orient 

the tip rotationally so that the grooves 22 register prop 
erly with the jet ports 18, as will be understood. If the 
con?guration of the tip is such that its entire periphery 
is con?ned within the axes 18' of the ports 18, a circu 
lar stem and opening may be utilized. 
The nozzle of the present invention functions effec 

tively to clean pipes with maximum speed and facility. 
In this regard the term “pipe” as employed herein and 
in the appended claims in intended to include all types 
and varieties of pipes, tubings and conduits from which 
it is desired to remove solids accumulations resulting 
from simple plugging by debris, water hardness accu 
mulations, chemical corrosion accumulations and 
many other factors. 

In use, the nozzle is connected to a source of ?uid 
under high pressure, as by means of a long pipe 16. 
With fluid under pressure being ejected through the 
ports as high velocity jets, the tip end of the nozzle is 
inserted into the pipe to be cleaned. The forwardly con 
verging jets emitted from ports 18 function to break 
loose the solids accumulations forwardly of the tip 20 
in a radially expanding manner. Although the tip may 
be employed as a ram or chisel in breaking up the sol 
ids, it has been found in most instances that maximum 
disruption of solids is achieved by the action of the con 
verging jets. Thus, the tip serves primarily as a depth 
gauge by which to properly position the converging 
jets. In this regard the operator moves the nozzle for 
ward in the pipe until the tip engages the solids accu 
mulation, and then retracts the nozzle a distance prede 
termined to position the converging jets for optimum 
action. 
The forwardly diverging jets from the ports 26 assist 

the converging jets from the ports 18 in breaking up the 
solids and removing the last traces from the inner sur 
face of the pipe. The ejected fluid from these ports en 
train the solids and ?ows rearward through the pipe. 
This rearward ?ow of ?uid is enhanced by the jets emit 
ted from the rearwardly directed ports 24. In addition, 
the jets from these ports provide a forward thrust to the 
nozzle, thereby minimizing the manual effort required 
for moving the nozzle forwardly through the pipe. 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the nozzle of the 

present invention, it has been found by comparative 
tests with nozzles of the‘ prior art that more thorough 
cleaning of a given length of substantially identically 
plugged pipes is achieved with the nozzle of the present 
invention in about one-fifth‘ to about one-tenth the time 
required with nozzles of the prior art, and with signi? 
cantly less manual effort on the part of the-operator. 

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that vari 
ous changes may be made in the size, shape, number 
and arrangement of parts described hereinbefore. For 
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example, it has been explained hereinbefore that the 
axes 18' of the jet ports 18 may be arranged to con 
verge to a common point on the longitudinal axis 10’ 
of the nozzle body, forwardly of the tip 20. The illus 
trated offset arrangement of these axes is preferred, 
since the spiral action of the jets has a greater disrup 
tive effect on the solids accumulation in the pipe. In 
similar manner, the jet ports 24 and 26 may be directed 
radially outward through the body, rather than angu 
larly as illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4. The arrangement 
illustrated is preferred since it provides a spiral motion 
to the jets to enhance removal and expulsion of solids 
from the pipe. The number of jet ports may be varied, 
as desired, as will be understood. The foregoing and 
other changes may be made without departing from the 
spirit of this invention. 
Having now described my invention and the manner 

in which it may be used, I claim: 
1. A pipe cleaning nozzle comprising 
a. a body having an external cross section smaller 
than the internal cross section of a pipe to be 
cleaned, for movement of said body freely through 
said pipe to be cleaned, 

b. the body having a front wall and an internal cham- 
ber adapted to be coupled, independently of the 
pipe to be cleaned, through an elongated supply 
pipe to a source of ?uid under pressure, 

c. a tip on the front wall of the body projecting for~ 
wardly therefrom, and 

. a plurality of peripherally spaced ?uid pressure jet 
ports through the front wall of the body communi 
cating at their inner ends with the chamber and ar 
ranged on forwardly converging axes which are dis 
posed outwardly of the tip and which may inersect 
each other only forwardly of it, for providing unob~ 
structed convergence of high velocity jets of said 
source ?uid forwardly of the tip. 

2. The pipecleaning nozzle of claim 1 wherein the jet 
ports converge forwardly on axes offset angularly with 
respect to the longitudinal axis of the body so as not to 
intercept said latter axis. 

3. The pipe cleaning nozzle of claim 1 including a 
plurality of peripherally spaced ?uid pressure jet ports 
through the body communicating at their inner ends > 
with the chamber and arranged on axes extending an 
gularly outward in the rearward direction of the body, 
for directing high velocity jets of said source ?uid rear 
wardly relative to the body simultaneously with-said 
forwardly converging jets, to assist forward movement 
of the body through the pipe to be cleaned and to ac 
celerate the ?ow of said source ?uid rearwardly 
through the pipe to be cleaned for assisting rearward 
removal of dislodged solids from said pipe. 

* * * * 4‘ 


